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Embedded Content Playback Authorization Using Cryptographically Signed Referrers
ABSTRACT
When users access embedded content from within third-party services or applications,
there is a need for the content provider to verify that the playback originated from an approved
third-party service or application. Currently, content providers rely on the easily spoofable HTTP
referrer information to check the name of the third-party from which a user is accessing
embedded content. This disclosure describes a public key cryptography based simple mechanism
for trusted third parties to provide first-party content providers with cryptographically signed
referrer information that is non-spoofable and hard to replay. A cryptographic key pair is utilized
by the content provider and by the third-party application or service. Requests for playing
embedded content that originate from third-party applications are encrypted with the public key
of the content provider and signed by the third-party service or application. The techniques
enable provision of embedded content playback in third-party apps and allow content providers
to ensure that embedded content playback is only available to authorized services and apps.
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BACKGROUND
Many content providers, such as media or video hosting platforms, permit third parties to
embed content within their services and applications, such as websites, apps, etc. When users
access such embedded content from within a third-party service or application, it is necessary for
the content provider to verify that the playback request originated from an approved third-party
service or application. Such verification can prevent the original content from being used by
unauthorized third parties that violate the terms of service (TOS) of the content provider.
Current methods of verification rely on the HTTP referrer information to check the name
of the third-party app or service from which a user is accessing embedded content. However, it
can be trivial for non-conforming third parties to spoof the referrer information to match that of a
known approved third-party, thus circumventing the authorization.
Although there are other approaches for authorization of third parties, each of them
suffers from various limitations. For example, DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) [1] is
designed to detect spoofed information but is only applicable to email addresses; Trust Tokens
[2] are overly complex and have weak security properties. Other techniques require the use of
proprietary code and/or platform-specific features and are therefore not supported on all
platforms and applications. Also, third parties may not permit the use of proprietary foreign code
in their apps or services.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes a simple mechanism for trusted third parties to provide firstparty content providers with cryptographically signed referrer information that is non-spoofable
and hard to replay. Any requests for playing content embedded within trusted third-party services
and applications are then accompanied by the cryptographically signed referrer information that
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can be verified using the public signature-verification keys of the third-party. The mechanism
relies on public/private key pairs generated by first- and third-party servers, with the private keys
stored on the respective servers and the public keys distributed via any suitable and widely
available out-of-band mechanism, such as the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), the Domain
Name Service (DNS) records, a special file hosted on the servers, etc.
On a user device from which a content request originates, the third-party service or
application can use the public key of the content provider to encrypt the content playback request
locally. Alternatively, one or more parameters of the playback request, such as the content ID,
timestamp, etc., can be encrypted as appropriate. In an alternate implementation, e.g., if the user
device does not have access to the public key of the content provider, a one-way hashing
function such as SHA-256 is utilized at the user device to hash the playback request instead of
using the public key. When the content playback request is subsequently received by the content
provider, the hash sent by the user device is verified by matching a SHA-256 computed at the
content provider server for the playback request.
The encrypted playback request is relayed to the servers of the third-party for
cryptographically signing it with the private key of the third-party server. The signing is
performed after verifying that the request originated from a valid user of the third-party app or
service. The request signed with the private key of the third-party server is passed back to the
client on the user device that originated the request and, in turn, forwarded to the first-party
content provider. The content provider can use the public key of the third-party server to verify
that the request is signed by an authorized third-party and that the decrypted content matches the
request.
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Fig. 1: Providing encrypted and signed referrer for embedded content playback
Fig. 1 shows an example of operational implementation of the techniques described in
this disclosure. A third-party server (110) is associated with a third-party application (104), e.g.,
a messaging application, that executes on a user device (102). The third-party application is
configured to access content from a content provider (120) for display within the third-party
application as embedded content. For example, such content can include audio and/or video. The
third-party server and content provider are each associated with a respective private key (112,
122) generated using cryptographic techniques. Each private key is part of a key pair, with a
corresponding public key. The private key is stored securely at the respective server. The public
keys of the content provider and the third-party server are made available to each other and to
user devices via any suitable mechanism, e.g., public key infrastructure (PKI), DNS records, a
special file hosted on the servers, etc.
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A user of the third-party application initiates a content playback request. For example, the
request may be initiated by the user clicking an embedded link to a video hosted by the content
provider, that is received via a messaging functionality of the third-party application or by other
mechanism. Referrer information in the content playback request is encrypted by a referrer
encryption module (106) using the public key of the content provider.
The third-party application on the user device sends (132) the encrypted referrer to the
third-party server for cryptographic signing (114) using the private key (112) of the third-party
server. The third-party server sends (134) the signed encrypted referrer back to the user device.
The user device attaches the encrypted referrer to the embedded playback request and sends
(136) it to the content provider. A referrer decryption and verification module (124) at the
content-provider decrypts the request using its private key (122). The content provider uses the
public key of the third-party server to verify that the encrypted referrer is signed by the thirdparty server. Upon successful verification of the request, confirming that it originated from an
authorized third-party application, the content provider sends (138) content to the user device for
playback within the third-party application.
The mechanism described herein can support third-party services and applications that
are end-to-end encrypted, e.g., where neither the third-party server nor the content provider has
access to the content of the third-party application, e.g., messages received at the user device.
The operation relies on treating third-party servers as implicitly trusted entities. For services and
applications that do not use end-to-end encryption, and with user permission, encryption of the
request for playback of the embedded content can take place on the third-party server instead of
being performed locally on the user device. Using encrypted and signed referrer information
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provides a defense against spoofing and ensures that embedded content can be played only
within those third-party services and applications that are approved by the content provider.
The described techniques enable verification of referrer information provided by thirdparty services and applications without requiring the use of any proprietary code. The protocol
described in this disclosure has the advantages of being open, straightforward, cross-platform,
and device-independent. The described signed referrer can be generated on any platform, service,
operating system, or device, and is suitable to being developed into an industry standard. The
techniques can be utilized to enable embedded content playback in third-party apps such as endto-end encrypted messaging applications, social media applications, etc.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes a public key cryptography based simple mechanism for trusted
third parties to provide first-party content providers with cryptographically signed referrer
information that is non-spoofable and hard to replay. A cryptographic key pair is utilized by the
content provider and by the third-party application or service. Requests for playing embedded
content that originate from third-party applications are encrypted with the public key of the
content provider and signed by the third-party service or application. The techniques enable
provision of embedded content playback in third-party apps and allow content providers to
ensure that embedded content playback is only available to authorized services and apps.
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